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Film “Wall Street”, 1997



Information is everywhere





Information is larger than business



A man is but the product of his thoughts. What he thinks, he becomes.
-Mahatma Gandhi

information

gives life to thoughts and emotions

which create the response

& form the experience
the cornerstone of destiny and life



Experience entails taking Risks

A ship is safe in harbor, but that's not what ships are for.
-William G.T. Shedd



The very existence of any entity is bound to risks. 



As long as we are alive 

we have only two options: 
to take risks and to manage them. 

There is no risk in death!



“The Financial Services Industry forms the backbone of today’s economic
environment. The very real prospect of getting access to large amounts of
capital has made it a prime target for the well organized and well funded
cyber criminals of today.”

IBM Security, The Cyber security challenge within the Financial Services Industry, 2016

“The theft of information assets and 

the intentional disruption of online processes 

are among the most important business risks facing financial services 

organisations today.”



Theft of Information Assets  Data Leakage



Intentional Disruption of Online Processes

Digital Attack Map
Top daily DDoS attacks worldwide

http://www.digitalattackmap.com/


What about Cyprus?



Are we still protecting the castle?









Truths of Life



Cyprus is part of the “Global Threat Map”



It’s no secret that CEOs across North America and Europe have been
marshaling forces for digital transformation in a high-stakes battle to
ward off ambitious insurgents, maintain market share and address the
changing demands of today’s customers. This is a once-in-a-generation
challenge for any business leader, but it’s not the whole story.

Forbes Insights, Enterprises Re-Engineer Security in the Age of Digital Transformation

Behind the scenes, a fourth imperative is being added to the list of
transformation considerations—combating modern cybercriminals.



Attacks will come from all directions—moving both up and down an organization’s stack and between co-located
businesses. Credentials and authentication systems will continue to be the most vulnerable point of attack, so cybercriminals
will work hard to steal credentials, especially admin credentials because those can provide the broadest access.
McAfee Labs 2017 Threats Predictions, November 2016

Cloud  Beyond Cyprus: No longer protecting the castle
“Continued rapid growth in the use of cloud services means that those 
services will become increasingly valuable as targets of attack.” 
McAfee Labs 2017 Threats Predictions, November 2016

Are NDAs enough?
“65% of companies that reported sharing customer data with a partner also 
reported a subsequent breach through that partner.” 
Ponemon Institute, 2014 Cost of a Data Breach Study

DDoS: A National Security  Threat?
“Hackers have staged cyber attacks on three Greek banks and 
demanded a ransom in bitcoin to stop their disruption … hackers blocked 
the internet banking activity of three Greek lenders for several hours last 
Thursday.” ZDNet, Armada Collective makes ransom demands on Greek banks

Phishing & Ransomware Get Worse in 2017
“91% of cyber attacks begin with spear phishing” Berkeley Research Group, 11/2015

“Ransomware will adopt the good old tactic of computer worms, which 
internally propagate inside a network…to infect multiple hosts and seek 
access to expose sensitive data Cloud28, 2016 in review & phishing preditcions for 2017 



Cybercrime knows no borders
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To be trusted is a greater compliment in this life than being loved.

-George MacDonald



There is no relationship of one person. 
There is no business of one person. 



Love all, trust a few, do wrong to none.
-William Shakespeare

What binds altogether? TRUST



TRUST Quiz– How much do you trust yourself?

A racket and a ball cost $1.10 in total. 

The racket costs $1 more than the ball. 

How much does the ball cost?

Daniel Kahneman, winner of the Nobel Prize and author of Thinking, Fast and Slow

ball $0.05 + racket $1.05 = $1.10



Knowing the person who offers to help and being aware that 
he/she cares to support you is just not enough.

∙ Credibility is about others believing in you: your words, intentions, qualifications, and actions. 

∙ Reliability is about others feeling that they can rely on you: you will support them as required.

∙ Intimacy is about how comfortable we feel to entrust someone with something. (personal relationship)

∙ Self-orientation is how much you show that you care about others and that you are not entering into a trust 
relationship to satisfy solely your personal interests.

“The Trust Equation,” book The Trusted Advisor, David Maister and Charles H. Green



TRUST is a choice; a decision to undertake a RISK



RESPONSIBILITY = RESPONSE + ABILITY 

RESPONSIBILITY = ability to choose your response



lies in assessing the risks.

People, even yourself, will not always meet your expectations.
The natural way to move forward is to trust
&

The comfort you need to make a decision



It is not only what we do but also what we do not do that we are accountable.

-Moliere 



Thank you
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